SPINEXPO™ IS THE LEADING INTERNATIONAL SOURCING EXHIBITION DEDICATED TO PROMOTING INNOVATION IN YARNS, FIBRES AND KNITWEAR
Plush Modernity | Enduring | Contrast brings normality

Modern, luxurious velour's and chenille's appear this season in unexpected combinations. The season is all about experimentation, how yarns and effects can be combined together to stimulate creativity. Chenille combined with spray dye techniques mixed with core yarns, stretch and contrasting coloured yarns; creating broken and distorted effects. Velour's are knitted within jacquards to create new opulent style knits.
Velour & Chenille Modernity | Enduring | Contrast brings normality

For this season we also see modern luxurious velour’s and chenille’s appear in both fine to mid gauge and silky smooth handles in their true form. Perfect for creating soft draping silhouettes with delicate touches as well as textured stitches bringing three dimensional structures.
Felted & Double Knits | Enduring | Contrast brings normality

Felted wools & double knits bring a more sculptural yet feminine element of structure and dimension. Surface textures are crisp, clean, matt, and contrasting in lightweight fabrics; whilst patterns are seen in blurred and brushed finishes in slightly heavier weights. Felted stitches such as cables bring a clean yet modern three-dimensional appearance to sculpted knitwear.
CONTACTS

BALILAB
Tel: +62 361 730771
Contact: Peter
Email: peter@balilab.ca

DAIDOH JARDIN (MAANSHAN) CO. LTD
Tel: +86 555 2218 570
Website: www.daidoh-sweater.com
www.daidoh-limited.com
Contact: Zhang Wei, Zhang Yanhong
Email: zhangwei@daidohjardin.com

E.MIROGlio SRL
Tel: +39 0173 610213
Website: www.emiroglio.com
Contact: Enzo Gravela
Email: enzo.gravela@emiroglio.com

JIANGSU GUOTAI ESEN CO. LTD
Tel: +86 137 7327 2075
Contact: Ms. Lu wei
Email: luwei@gtiggm.com

JIANGSU GUOTAI GROUP GTGH GUOHUA CORP. LTD
Tel: +86 512 5809 6668
Contact: Caikia Li
Email: office@gtgh.com.cn

JIANGSU CKRC JINLONG TECHNOLOGY LTD.
Tel: +86 512 5202 1301
Contact: Haibin Guo
Email: vitadong@yeah.net

WUJIANG RUNSUN TEXTILE CO. LTD
Tel: +86 512 6385 8128
Website: www.okyarn.com
Contact: Aaron
Email: aaron840512@163.com

WUXI SHILEAD SPINNING SCIENCE & TECH. CO. LTD
Tel: + 86 21 6446 6431
Website: www.shilead.com
Contact: Xia Gang
Email: vlp@shilead.com

UPW
Tel: +852 2745 7991
www.upwhk.com
Contact: Stephen Trigg, Elaine Fung
Email: info@upwhk.com

ZHEJIANG XINAO TEXTILES INC
Tel: +86 573 8845 5812
Website: www.xinaotex.com
Contact: John Liu
Email: johnl1@xinaotex.com

ZHEJIANG ZHONGDING TEXTILE CO. LTD
Tel: +86 573 8822 8032
Contact: Laurence Liu
Email: laurence@zdtextile.cn

NINGBO ZHONGXIN WOOL TEXTILE
Tel: + 86 574 8665 1706
Contact: Ma Bao
Email: mbao@nbzhongxin.net

For additional information,
please contact Thea Speechley at SPINEXPO
Email: theas@spinexpo.com
SPINEXPO™ IS THE LEADING INTERNATIONAL SOURCING EXHIBITION DEDICATED TO PROMOTING INNOVATION IN YARNS, FIBRES AND KNITWEAR
Boucles & Pigtails Yarns | Eroding | Decay brings mutation

Boucle’s bring soft, voluminous and airy structures this season. Contemporary and modern silhouettes bring a new proportion and scale to textured garments. Combination yarns are created using oversized boucle's and both contrasting textured and coloured yarns. Bespoke yarn combinations are fresh and inspirational.
Feather & Furs | Eroding | Decay brings mutation

Tonal, multi coloured and mixed textured yarns with feather-like finishes are seen in all collections this season. Used to create depth, warmth, and luxurious hand feels through to sheer volume. Feather yarns are seen in experimental knit structures creating varying types of thickness as well as all over knits.
Feather & Furs Continued | Eroding | Decay brings mutation

Feathered and fur effects are also seen tone-on-tone in both short and long pile yarns as well as in contrasting colours. Feather yarns give emphasis to surface textures and bespoke knitted structures are created with the combination of different materials.
Subtle Shine | Eroding | Decay brings mutation

Iridescent, pearlized, translucent and subtle sheen yarns are seen in fine to mid yarn counts. Corded, matt, and low-sheen metallic create a more industrial feel whilst tonal matt sequins and blaze coloured Angelina add refined sophistication to luxurious knits.
CONTACTS

AA GLOBAL
Tel: +86 760 8557 3800
Website: www.aaglobal.com.tw
Contact: Andy Lee

BEST LEADER
Tel: +86 512 5363 9728
Contact: Kano Chien
Email: kano@bestleader.com.cn

BEST SHAN
Tel: +86 21 6775 3188
Contact: Jacky
Email: jacky@bestshan.net

DONGYAN (SHANGHAI) TEXTILE DEV. CO. LTD
Tel: +86 21 6224 3071
Contact: Bu Zhenping
Email: enzo.gravela@emiroglio.com

E.MIROGlio SRL
Tel: +39 0173 610213
Website: www.emiroglio.com
Contact: Enzo Gravela
Email: enzo.gravela@emiroglio.com

JIANGSU GUOTAI ESEN CO. LTD
Tel: +86 137 7327 2075
Contact: Ms. Lu wei
Email: kuwei@fkkkm.com

BAIZHOUNGWANG (SHANGHAI) E&O INTERNATIONAL
TEL: +86 21 3251 5058
Website: www.sheoit.cn
Contact: Queenie Qian
Email: queenieqian@sheoit.cn

FORTUNE
Tel: +86 510 8855 9810
Contact: Mr. Richard Lee
Email: richard@knitting-yarn.com.cn

DONGGUAN GLORY KNITTING FTY. CO. LTD
Tel: +68 799 8311 2278
Contact: Winnie Gao
Email: winnie@gloryfty.com

SHANGHAI HOYIA TEXTILE CO. LTD
Tel: +86 21 6789 2273
Contact: Lisa Hu
Email: lisahu@hoyiatax.com

ICCI
Tel: +86 574 8752 2128
Website: www.cosisiine.com.cn
Contact: Channie Chang
Email: channie.chang@consinee.com.cn

KYOTOTEX GROUP
Tel: +81 75 643 5101
Contact: Eiji Fukao
Email: fukao.e@kyototex.com

MEADOWBROOK INVENTIONS INC
Tel: +1 908 766 0606
Email: muschm@meadowbrookevntions.com
Contact: Roberta Ruschmann

SHANGHAI OTSU FANCIFIL TEXTILE CO. LTD
Tel: +86 21 6113 5370
Contact: Otsu Makoto
Email: makoto@otsu1128.com

SAWADA SHANGHAI CO. LTD
Tel: +86 21 6473 0686
Website: www.sawada-co-ctd.com.jp
Contact: Mark Feng
Email: sawada.shanghai@sawada-co-ctd.com.jp

WUXI SHILEAD SPINNING SCIENCE & TECH. CO. LTD
Tel: +86 21 6446 6431
Web: www.shilead.com
Contact: Xia Gang
Email: vip@shilead.com

SHANGHAI SHI-KWAN METALLIC YARN CO. LTD
Tel: +86 21 6220 8355
Contact: Alex Wang
Email: alexwang@shi-kwan.tw

TAKIZEN CO. LTD
Tel: +61 596 76 2211
Contact: Hiroaki Taki
Email: taki-hi@takizen.jp

TOP LINE (NINGBO) TEXTILE CO. LTD
Tel: +86 574 8752 2174
Contact: Mary Xu
Email: info@top-line.org

UPW
Tel: +852 2745 7991
www.upwhk.com
Contact: Stephen Trigg, Elaine Fung
Email: info@upwhk.com

WINNING TEXTILES CO. LTD
Tel: +852 2879 4163
Website: www.winningtextile.com.hk
Contact: Mr. Samson Lam
Email: enquiry@winningtextile.com.hk

WUXI YUSHENG YARN CO. LTD
Tel: +86 510 8339 3333
Website: www.wxhuasheng.cn
Contact: Cindy
Email: wxh@wxhuasheng.cn

For additional information, please contact Thea Speechley at SPINEXPO
Email: thea@spinexpo.com
SPINEXPO™ IS THE LEADING INTERNATIONAL SOURCING EXHIBITION DEDICATED TO PROMOTING INNOVATION IN YARNS, FIBRES AND KNITWEAR
Striped Illusion | Interaction | Tempered forces bring resilience and balance

Harmony and Chaos have always functioned next to one another. This season we see conventional materials used in new and exciting ways, a return to textured effects with modernity. Directional fusion of colours, irregular striping, multivariable, broken geometric patterns and confused lines all combine to create inspiring direction.
Subtle shimmers | Interaction | Tempered forces bring resilience and balance

The more vibrant metallics this season are still subtle and have an element of interaction seen hidden within ribs, only revealing themselves with movement. Strong, contrasting metallic iridescence is captured subtly within fabric bands and metallic tapes plated onto high bulky yarns adding an additional dimension to the knit.
Canvas Effects | Interacting | Tempered forces bring resilience & balance

Plain yarns and straight yarns are important in all gauges. Unique and unexpected colours are created in bespoke colourways. New twists are then combined with brushed, chenille or feather yarns to create a new and modern interaction. Superfine mottled, marled and space dye yarns are created by combination.
CONTACTS

BAILILAB
+62 361 730771
Contact: Peter
Email: peter@balilab.ca

BEST LEADER
Tel: +86 512 5363 9728
Contact: Kano Chien
Email: kano@bestleader.com.cn

BIELLA YARN
Tel: +49 911 504 800
Contact: Mr. Andreas Diebenbusch
Email: yarns@suedwollegroup.de

ICCI
Tel: +86 574 8752 2128
Email: channie.chang@consinee.com.cn
Website: www.consinee.com.cn
Contact: Channie Chang

GALAXY
Tel: +86 21 3987 9678
Contact: Ms. Nishikawa, Hilda
Email: marketing@galaxyyarn.com

HUAFU TOP DYED MELANGE YARN CO. LTD
Tel: +86 755 8373 5557
Email: xiexixi@e-huafu.com
Contact: Michelle Xiao

JIANGYIN HAOYE TEXTILE CO. LTD
Tel: +86 510 8601 8887
Website: www.haoye999.com
Contact: Lamine Zhu
Email: zhulijie@haoye999.com

JIANGSU CKRC JINLONG TECHNOLOGY LTD
Tel: +86 512 5302 1301
Email: vitadong@yeah.net
Contact: Haibin Guo

MEADOWBROOK INVENTIONS INC
Tel: +1 908 766 0606
Email: ruschmann@meadowbrookinventions.com
Contact: Roberta Ruschmann

ORIENT HONGDA
Tel: +86 573 8879 8331
Email: zhk@orientjtz.com
Contact: Rock Li
Email: hksales@orientjtz.com

SAWADA SHANGHAI CO. LTD
Tel: +86 21 6473 0686
Website: www.sawada-co-ltd.co.jp
Contact: Mark Feng
Email: sawada.shanghai@sawada-co-ltd.co.jp

SHANGHAI SHI-KWAN METALLIC YARN CO. LTD
Tel: +86 21 6220 8355
Contact: Alex Wang
Email: alexwang@shi-kwan.tv

WUXI SHILEAD SPINNING SCIENCE & TECH. CO. LTD
Tel: +86 21 6446 6431
Web: www.shilead.com
Contact: Xia Gang
Email: vip@shilead.com

UPW
Tel: +852 2745 7991
www.upwhk.com
Contact: Stephen Trigg, Elaine Fung
Email: info@upwhk.com

WINNING TEXTILES CO. LTD
Tel: +852 2790 4163
Website: www.winningtextile.com.hk
Contact: Mr. Samson Lam
Email: enquiry@winningtextile.com.hk

ZHEJIANG XINAO TEXTILES INC
Tel: +86 573 8845 5812
Website: www.xinatex.com
Contact: John Liu
Email: johnliu@xinatex.com

JIANGSU YANGFAN GARMENT CO. LTD
Tel: +86 512 5229 0877
Contact: Gui Yi Ying
Email: 382603643@qq.com

YARNS & COLORS
Tel: +86 512 8886 3966
Website: www.yarnscolors.com
Contact: Mr Carlo Marinoni
Email: carlo@yarnscolors.it
Contact: Dick Lin
Email: lin@yarnscolors.com

YIWAGOE
Tel: +86 21 6438 8647
Email: gu@ywago.com
Website: www.yiwagoe.com
Contact: Mr Gu Weigun

For additional information,
please contact Thea Speechley at SPINEXPO
Email: theas@spinexpo.com
Interwoven yarns | Colliding | Contradicting forces bring unpredictable patterns

This season we see nothing wasted. Spinners and designers alike are looking at their stock to see how they can best utilise what they have to create new products with an up-cycled feel. Yarns are seen used less in a craft way, instead are seen more in surface design that lends itself to re-upholstered feeling products and home textiles. Core stock service yarns are twisted in combination to create new and unexpected surface textures. Novelty yarns are seen combined with brushed, boucle, slub and tape yarns to create new types of products.
Luxurious noble fibres such as Alpaca, Mohair, Llama and Yak take centre stage this season with the return of hairy, brushed and cozy knits. These are seen both on their own and in combination with core straight yarns allowing textures to be created within stitch, pattern and trimmings. Noble fibres are seen colliding and interacting in a new and exciting way.
Hairy & Brushed | Colliding | Contradicting forces bring unpredictable patterns

Brushed yarns are mainly seen this season in beautiful fine-mid gauge stretch yarns. Spongy yet brushed effects are created in tone-on-tone, as well as mottled and contrasting effects.
Hand knitting | Colliding | Contradicting forces bring unpredictable patterns

Hand knitting yarns are seen in vibrant and colliding combinations this season. Recycled materials, multi coloured roving yarns, contrast colour tweeds, slubs, chunky jean effect tape yarns and a fusion of contrasting colours presented in brushed & fluffy yarns set the tone of richness and diversity within hand knitting yarns.
CONTACTS

AA GLOBAL
Tel: +86 760 8557 3800
Website: www.aaglobal.com.tw
Contact: Andy Lee
Website: www.aaglobal.com.tw

BAULAB
+62 361 730771
Contact: Peter
Email: peter@baulab.ca

SHANGHAI CHARMKEY TEXTILE CO. LTD
Tel: +86 21 6333 2920
Email: catherine@charmkeytextile.com
Website: www.charmkeytextile.com
Contact: Ms. Catherine

SHENZHEN DEFANG TEXTILES CO. LTD
TEL: +86 755 6682 3006
Website: www.defangsz.com
Email: defangsz@163.com

FILATURA DI CROSA
Tel: +39 015 370 1946
Email: enzoscalabrino@filaturadicrosa.com
Contact: Enzo Scalabrino

JIANGSU QUOTAI ESEN CO. LTD
Tel: +86 137 7327 2075
Contact: Ms. Lu wei
Email: luwei@gtggh.com.cn

SHANGHAI FASHIONYARN INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT
Tel: +86 21 5103 5866
Website: www.yarn-china.com
Contact: Bill Chen
Email: bill@yarn-china.com

JIANGSU QUOTAI GROUP GTGH GUOHUA CORP. LTD
Tel: +86 512 5869 6668
Contact: Caixia Li
Email: office@gtgh.com.cn

SUZOU HUIJIAI TEXTILE CO. LTD
Tel: +86 512 5293 2613
Website: www.smbyarn.com
Contact: Jorge
Email: smbyam@188.com

ICCI
Tel: +86 654 8752 2128
Email: channie.chang@consinee.com.cn
Website: www.consinee.com.cn
Contact: Channie Chang

JIANGSU CKRC JINLONG TECHNOLOGY LTD
Tel: +86 512 5202 1301
Email: vitadong@yeah.net
Contact: Haibin Guo

LOYAL LIGHT INTERNATIONAL
TEL: +86 183 7066 1700
Website: www.loyallight.com
Email: lindazheng@loyalight.com

JIANGSU LUGANG CULTURE CO. LTD (REGAL)
Tel: +86 139 2197 2013
Contact: Huizhong Gao
Email: ghz@lugangwool.com

MOHK
Contact: Helga Matos/ Odina Keim
Email: helga@helgamatos.com

ORIENT HONGDA
Tel: +86 573 8086 9331
Email: zhk@orientzj.com
Contact: Rock Li
Email: hksales@orientzj.com

SHANGHAI SHI-KWAN METALLIC YARN CO. LTD
Tel: +86 21 6220 8355
Contact: Alex Wang
Email: alexwang@shi-kwan.tw

WUXI TIANTIANRUN
TEL: +86 510 6878 0972
Web: www.tianrunchina.com
Email: tianrunchina@263.net

TOP LINE (NINGBO) TEXTILE CO. LTD
Tel: +86 574 6752 2174
Contact: Mary Xu
Email: info@top-line.org

UPW
Tel: +852 2745 7991
Email: info@upwhk.com
Contacts: Stephen Trigg, Elaine Fung
Email: info@upwhk.com

ZHEJIANG XINAO TEXTILES INC
Tel: +86 573 8845 5812
Website: www.xinaotex.com
Contact: John Liu
Email: johnlu@xinaotex.com

SHANGHAI XINNUO
Tel: +86 21 3987 3322
Email: skj@xinnuosh.com,
Contact: Shi Kejie

YARNS & COLORS
Tel: +86 512 8886 3966
Website: www.yarnscolors.com
Contacts: Mr Carlo Marinoni - Dick Lin
Email: carlo@yarnscolors.it
Email: lin@yarnscolors.com

NANTONG YUANYUAN WOOL SPINNING & WEAVING
Tel: +86 513 8560 0188
Website: www.ntyywm.cn
Contact: Cheng Hanjun
Email: chy@ntyywm.cn

For additional information,
please contact Thea Speechley at SPINEXPO
Email: theas@spinexpo.com
SPINEXPO™ IS THE LEADING INTERNATIONAL SOURCING EXHIBITION DEDICATED TO PROMOTING INNOVATION IN YARNS, FIBRES AND KNITWEAR
Amalgamation | Cooling | Tempering energy bring intensifying inspiration
Cotton and polyester blends are superfine yet compact. Matt oiled finished rayon’s, glossy and superfine yarns combine together.
Technical yarns combine with core yarns to create surface textures with functional elements. Surface designs are added using rubberized printing techniques and three-dimensional structures created using blister 3D knitting.
Monochrome & Functional | Cooling | Tempering energy bring intensifying inspiration

Monochromatic patterns and stitch structures are created using reflective functional yarns, new puffa in-lay yarns and monofilaments create depth to cleaner and modern surface design. Merino wools continue to lead the way in natural performance properties and are seen in garments through to shoe uppers and Inners.
Textiles with function, texture, form, and style were the key ingredients behind the active wear presentation this season. Studio Eva X Carola collaborated with Diyang merino X Coolmax (Invista in collaboration with Joinfair) X Huafu to create fabrics that offered a fusion of function and style in lightweight, drapey cut & sew knits. Following the direction of stretch and textures creating a new surface interest within activewear, we saw Studio Eva X Carola also combine Invista, Aquafil, Flix and Formosa yarns in modern and refreshing ways to bring colour, texture and pattern to performance wear.
CONTACTS

AQUAFIL
Tel: +86 573 8997 0255
Website: www.dryarn.com
Contact: Lynn Li
Email: yunxia.li@aquafil.com

BAIILAB
+62 361 730771
Contact: Peter
Email: peter@baailab.ca

BIELLA YARN
Tel: +49 911 504 900
Contact: Mr. Andreas Diebenbusch
Email: yarns@suedwollegroup.de

BIELLA YARN
Tel: +49 911 504 900
Contact: Mr. Andreas Diebenbusch
Email: yarns@suedwollegroup.de

BIENENFLEISCH
Tel: +49 911 504 900
Email: info@bienenvolk.de

SHENZEN DFANG TEXTILES CO. LTD
TEL: +86 755 6682 3006
Website: www.defangsz.com
Contact: Leo Liang
Email: defangsz@163.com

DIYANG MERINO
Tel: +86 139 1385 6803
Contact: George Shen
Email: george@enjoywool.com

JIANGSU GUOTAI HUASHENG INDUSTRIAL CO. LTD
Tel: +86 512 5202 1301
Contact: Haibin Guo
Email: hguo@ultramarine.com

LIH SHYANG INDUSTRIAL CO. LTD - FORMOSA
Tel: +886 2 2562 2977
Email: k.brunclik@ultramarine.com
Website: www.ultramarineformosa.com
Contact: Nick Chiu

SHANGHAI NUOYI
Tel: +86 21 3257 6701
Contact: Shelley Qin
shelley.qin@nuoyifashion.com

HI-TECH POLYACE BIOBASED FIBER CO. LTD
Tel: +86 519 8752 6822
Email: kelly@yayaproducts.com
Website: www.yayaproducts.com
Contact: Kelly

SANTONI (SHANGHAI)
Tel: +86 21 5724 0777
Email: tiziano.sandonini@santoni.cn
Contact: Mr. Tiziano Sandonini

SAPIENS TEXTILE
Tel: +86 21 5478 0593
Email: joz.zhu@sapients-text.com
Contact: Joe Zhu

SAWADA SHANGHAI CO. LTD
Tel: +86 21 6473 0686
Website: www.sawada-co-ltd.co.jp
Contact: Mark Feng
Email: sawada.shanghai@sawada-co-ltd.co.jp

SHANGHAI SHI-KWAN METALLIC YARN CO. LTD
Tel: +86 21 6220 8355
Contact: Alex Wang
Email: alexwang@shi-kwan.tw

UPW
Tel: +852 2745 7991
Website: www.upwhk.com
Contact: Stephen Trigg, Elaine Fung
Email: info@upwhk.com

ZHEJIANG XINAO TEXTILES INC
Tel: +86 573 8845 5812
Website: www.xinaoitex.com
Contact: John Liu
Email: johnlim@xinao.com

YARNS & COLORS
Tel: +86 512 8886 3966
Website: www.yarnscolors.com
Contact: Mr Carlo Marinoni – Dick Lin
Email: carlo@yarnscolors.it - Email: lin@yarnscolors.com

YIWAGOE
Tel: +86 21 6438 8647 - Email: gu@yiwagoe.com
Website: www.yiwagoe.com
Contact: Mr. Gu Weiqun

WOOLMARK
Tel: +86 21 6208 0306
Website: www.woolmark.com
Contact: Jeff Ma
Email: jeff.mall@wool.com

For additional information,
please contact Thea Speechley at SPINEXPO
Email: theas@spinexpo.com